Detection of MYCN amplification in three neuroblastoma cell lines by non-radioactive chromosomal in situ hybridization.
A non-radioactive chromosomal in situ hybridization technique utilizing a biotin-streptavidin-polyalkaline-phosphatase complex was successfully applied to three neuroblastoma cell lines for detection of MYCN amplification. These cell lines, designated PER-106, PER-107, and PER-108, were derived from consecutive bone marrow samples taken from a patient with stage IV neuroblastoma. The cell line derived at diagnosis (PER-106) exhibited MYCN amplification in the form of variable numbers of double-minute chromosomes, small fragments, and rings of varying sizes. This observed variability of MYCN amplification may explain the reported heterogeneity of both MYCN mRNA and protein expression among individual cells of some neuroblastomas. The cell lines derived from subsequent samples (PER-107 and PER-108) contained amplified MYCN as two consistent homogeneously staining regions in every cell. These were located on the short arms of chromosomes 6 and 14. Thus, amplified MYCN was identified in each cell line and demonstrated the concurrent evolution of amplification with cytogenetic abnormalities.